
Most trussed homes in Northern Australia are required to be battened to meet the 
relevant wind rating codes. There are a wide choice of timber and metal battens 
available, which can have a significant impact on the final finished ceiling.

A large proportion of ceiling imperfections such as 
peaking or cracked joints and popped fasteners can be 
attributed to movement in the substrate. Timber ceiling 
substrates are significantly more prone to temperature 
or atmospheric induced movement and shrinkage. These 
issues tend to impact on the surface of the plasterboard 
and can result in call-backs.

One of the issues when selecting timber battens is there 
are many choices, for example 42 x 35 HI (Heart In) 
battens. Heart in means they contain the pith or soft core 
of the log, which may, in some circumstances, have an 
effect on the fastener holding ability. 

Then there is 50 x 38 sawn battens which may or may 
not be seasoned. Whilst contractors traditionally would 
not use unseasoned battens, most would not be aware if 
they were seasoned or not. Unseasoned pine is known to 
twist, distort and shrink. Some species of timber battens 
if left on site and exposed to the rain, when installed, 
may not be suitable to apply stud adhesive to. When 
selecting timber battens these factors need to be taken 
into account to increase the longevity and appearance of 
the finished ceiling.

Metal ceiling batten systems provide a stable substrate 
for plasterboard ceiling linings. 

Regular users of metal batten systems consistently have 
fewer call backs for movement related ceiling defects 
such as peaking or cracked joints and popped fasteners.

Metal battens work well with timber trusses as they tie 
in the chords and significantly reduce movement and 
also provide the opportunity to level the ceiling. Metal 
battens also come in lengths of 6.1m allowing for faster 
installation and reduced cutting. Control joints are easily 
managed by a clip which covers the gap as well as giving 
a continuous line when connecting the ends of the 
battens.

Whist battens may result in reduced maintenance and 
call backs, extraordinary weather events which include 
very strong wind gusts, can still cause movement 
resulting in issues such as screw pop despite the design 
of the substrate. However, in all circumstances the 
benefits from using battens far outweighs direct fix to 
trusses.

Talk to your plasterboard outlet or look up the 
manufacturers’ websites for technical information 
regarding the use of battens.

“Battens ain’t Battens”
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